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Colourful Science Transcript 

KS: Katie Steckles 

NA: Nate Adams 

JG: Jamie Gallagher 

 

All: Hello. 

 

KS:  Hi, and welcome to Cheltenham Science Festival at home. It's like a real Science Festival but in your 

house. 

 

NA:  Now, we've been asked to do a show all about colourful science. And we all come from different 

worlds of science and math. But we're going to talk about our favourite things today with colour today. 

 

JG:  We'd really like you to chat along with us today. So open up that comments box get typing. Tell us your 

thoughts, your ideas and your questions. We will be responding to your questions as we go through today's 

show lots of opportunity to interact and engage with us. So let us know what you think. And if you've got 

any questions, then just ask. Next we're going to do some introductions. Let's start off with Katie. Katie, 

over to you. 

 

KS:  Hello, my name is Katie and I am a mathematician. And you might be surprised to hear that there are 

lots of things to do with colour which are mathematical. So I'm going to be telling you about some of the 

numbers behind the colours. 

 

NA: Hello, I'm Nate I'm a I'm a biophysicist and I look at green things, plants and stuff like that. So I'll be 

exploring some of the colourful science around that and then finishing off with something a little bit more 

flammable. 

 

JG:  And I'm Jamie Gallagher, a science communicator from Glasgow. I love physics and I love chemistry. 

And when they overlap, I think it's fantastic. Today I'm going to be exploring some of the mystery that is 

involved in the colour of nature. And we'll be making a really disgusting cocktail. But before we get on to 

that, we've prepared a quiz. We want you to join in with us, and we're going to test your knowledge about 
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how much you know about colourful science. So if you want to join in with the quiz, look in the chat box 

right now and click on that link. That link is going to bring up questions that you are able to answer in live 

time, you're going to know how you're doing compared to everyone else's watching at home as well. If you 

can't click the link, don't worry. We'll be reading the questions out on screen. But if you can click the link 

join in, answer in real time, and we'll be whizzing through six questions before we get on to the science. So 

let's start with question number one, over to Katie. 

 

KS:  Question one, what do you call a single dot of colour on a TV or computer screen? Is it a) a point b( a 

pixie c) a pixel or d) a Pictionary? 

 

KS:  And the answer is c) a pixel. 

 

NA:  Question two, what is the most produced naturally occurring pigment in nature? Is it a) anthocyanins 

think red cabbages, is it b) carotenes, carrot, c) chlorophyll that's in anything green outside or the d) haem, 

that's in your blood. 

 

NA:  And the answer is c) chlorophyll. 

 

JG:  Question three, what are butterfly wings covered in, is a) scales b) feathers c) hairs or d) skin? 

 

JG:  And the answer is scales, is covered in tiny scales. 

 

KS:  Question four, how many of the shapes in this picture are touching the red shape in the centre? Is it a) 

four, b) five, c) six or d) seven? 

 

KS:  And the answer is c) six. You might have thought it was seven. But two of those are actually the same 

one. 

 

NA:  Question five, when were fireworks invented? Was it a) 200 BC b) 1605 c) 960 AD or d) 1850? 

 

NA: And the answer is c) 960 AD. 

 

JG:  And questions six.  Cola used to be made using the nuts from the cola tree. Is that true or false? What 

do you think? 
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JG:  And the answer is that it's true.  Cola used to be made using nuts from the cola tree. And that brings 

our quiz to an end for now. Thanks very much for playing. We've been watching the scores coming out and 

some of you been doing fantastically well. Well done for getting so many correct answers. Lots more 

colourful signs to explore today. And we're going to get started right away. We're going over to Katie, who's 

going to be telling us about pixels. Katie, over to you. 

 

KS:  I want to talk to you about the colours that you're seeing right now. So you're watching this on a TV or 

a laptop screen or a phone screen. And when I hold this orange balloon up to the camera, this bit of the 

screen looks orange. But have you ever wondered how it does that? The best way to understand how 

screens work is to take a closer look. This is a microscope and if I put it here on the screen of this laptop, 

you can see that even though the picture on the screen is clearly made up of a whole load of different 

colours, the screen itself only actually has three colours in it, red, green, and blue. And a lot of screens work 

in this way as well. So for example, this phone screen also just has red, green and blue sections. And if I put 

the microscope here on this tablet, you can see that the screen has got red, green, and blue. And maybe if I 

look at this other part of the screen, it looks slightly different, but there are still just red, green and blue 

pieces. If I look at the screen on this games console, you can see there's a very similar pattern going on 

there as well. And it sometimes works in slightly different ways. So for example, on this television, you can 

see there are also white pixels, which allow it to control the brightness a bit more precisely. And if I look at 

this green part of the screen here, you can see it looks very different to this pink part of the screen just 

underneath. So all of these screens essentially just have red, green and blue segments. So how is it that 

they're able to show you something that's orange? Well, to understand that, I need it to be a bit darker. 

 

Darkness.    

 

KS: Okay, so I've got three torches here. This one is red, and it does red light. This one is green, and it does 

green light, and this one is blue, and it shines blue light. When you see coloured light with your eyes, your 

eyes are detecting the wavelength of light that they can see. And they tell your brain what colour to 

interpret that as. So if I shine the red torch on this white paper, you should be able to see red light 

reflected, which looks red, if I combine different colours, so for instance, if I put some blue light and some 

red light in the same place, it looks purple. And that's because your brain understands that if it's seeing red 

and blue light coming from the same object, that's because the object is purple, and it reflects both those 

colours. So I can combine say red and green to make a nice yellow colour. And if I mix all three red, green 

and blue, I should get something that looks white. So I can make all these different colours by combining 

just red, green and blue. So how do I get orange? Well, red and green make yellow. And if I wanted to make 

orange, you could say red and yellow make orange. So what I need is actually red and green, and more red. 

So red and green, but with more red than green maybe? So if I shine the red light closer to the page and the 
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green light slightly further away, that makes the yellow become slightly more orangey because I have 

different amounts of red and green.  So even though your computer screen only has red, green and blue 

segments, it can display any colour at all. And that's because it can change the brightness of each of the 

segments of the pixel to make different colours.  And in fact they store colours as three numbers. Each 

colour is stored as a number for red, a number for green, and a number for blue between zero and 255. 

And if you search online for RGB colour picker where RGB stands for Red, Green Blue, you'll find this, which 

allows you to experiment with colours and see what happens when you change the different amounts. So 

for example, if I put 255 into each of the red, green and blue, I would get white, because that's maximum 

red, maximum green and maximum blue. But if I start changing these, for example, I could change the blue 

to zero I just have red and green which makes yellow and if I wanted to change it to something between 

zero and 255, halfway say about 128, so let's have half green, and all red that gives us orange as we saw 

before, full brightness, red and half brightness green, we'll make orange and that is how your computer 

displays the colours and that is why this balloon is 2551280. 

 

JG:  Thanks, Katie. Next, we're going to be solving a mystery and that mystery is what colour is this 

butterfly's wing? You're probably thinking I'm being ridiculous, that obviously the butterfly is blue. But 

colour in nature can be a lot more complicated than first meets the eye. And to understand the butterfly's 

wing, we're going to have to know what light is and what the colours actually are. So let's get started. Light 

is a wave, a bit like the spring here. And different colours of light have waves that look different. Blue has 

the highest energy and it has lots of ripples in a short space. Red has less energy, and it has fewer ripples in 

that same space. And those are the first two important things that we need to know about light to 

understand the butterfly. That light is a wave and the different colours of light each have their own wave. 

Now we need to start thinking about mixing colours. Unless something is giving off its own light, we're able 

to see it because light hits it and bounces back into our eye. Right now the sunlight is hitting my face and 

it's bouncing into the camera and that's why you can see me.  Sunlight and the lights in our home tend to 

be white and white light is made up of all the colours of the rainbow. If we start taking some of those 

colours away, the objects we're looking at will start to look quite different. For example, if I were to take 

away the green light from the sun, I would look magenta and that's because now the colours that are 

hitting your eye are blues and reds. If I then remove all the colours at the red end of the rainbow, I start to 

look blue because now it's just blue light bouncing off me and hitting your eyes. That is the next important 

thing that we need to remember, that the colour we see is the colour that is bouncing off of the objects 

we're looking at. So back to the butterfly's wing. It's shining blue. White light is hitting it, but blue light is 

coming back into our eye. So where are all the other colours going? Before I answer that I want to mention 

something else that is blue. This wall behind me. The wall and the butterfly are blue for very different 

reasons. The wall is blue because it has chemicals that absorb all the other colours, and only lets blue light 

bounce off it. If we took some blue paint and we crushed it or destroyed it, it would still be blue. Blue paint 
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is always blue. It doesn't matter what size or shape you cover in it. It could be a huge wall or a tiny object a 

thick layer or a thin layer,  it's always blue. And that's a big difference between the wall and the butterfly's 

wing. If we took the butterfly's wing, be very cruel, but we're just pretending, we took the butterfly's wing 

and we smashed it into fine powder. What colour do you think that powder would be? The obvious answer 

would be blue, but actually be brown. Because unlike the wall, it's not chemicals and the butterfly's wing 

that are giving it colour, it's to do with the shape of the wing. If we destroy the shape, then we destroy the 

colour. And this is called structural colour. We are size or shape changes the colour that you see. The way a 

butterfly's wing is made up is of tiny, tiny scales like a fish. And on those scales, they're even smaller 

shapes. They look a little bit like Christmas trees, and they're just the right shape to catch some of the rays 

of light. Some of the reds, greens and yellows go in and then they get trapped and they get destroyed in 

these little shapes but blue bounces in and back out. So we can shine white light on the wing, but we trap 

just some of the colours. And that's why we only see blue reflected back into our eye. So this is the big 

difference between the wing and the wall. The wall is always blue, but a butterfly is only blue if its wing is 

left intact. And we can see structural colour and lots of other places. If we take bubble mix, for example, 

what colour is bubble mix? Well, it doesn't have one. It's clear and it's colourless. But what colour is a 

bubble?  If you look closely, you might be able to see that bubbles shine with a rainbow colour, and we've 

not changed the chemistry. It's still the clear colourless bubble mix that we're using, but we're creating 

rainbows on the bubbles because of the size and the shape of the bubble mix. Bubbles have an incredibly 

thin layer; this thin layer distorts and changes the colours.  Some colours are cancelled out., some colours 

are enhanced. So it shimmers with a beautiful rainbow glow. Nothing to do with the chemistry, but to do 

with the thickness of the layers. And so the next time you see something shimmering with a beautiful 

rainbow colour or a bright blue in nature, you might be looking at something caused by structural colour, 

size and shape. And now for more colourful signs, we're going over to Nate.  Nate, what do you have in 

store for us? 

 

NA:  Thanks, Jamie. I actually caught the balloon. So at the beginning of this show, I told you that I really like 

to study green things and I thought I'd put that into a bit more scientific words for you. I studied how 

chlorophyll is made. That's the green pigment you'll find in trees, leaves, plants, and it's really, really 

important.  It absorbs sunlight and then uses the energy from that sunlight to power a process called 

photosynthesis. That is really amazing. It's plants taking water from the ground, carbon dioxide from the air 

around us and using the energy from the sun, converting that into both oxygen that we breathe, but also 

carbohydrates, so biomass, real stuff. Now, the reason why this pigment is green is because it's absorbing a 

red and blue light. So the lights in this room, they are white light, so they contain all the different colours of 

the rainbow, the red, the yellow, the orange, the green, the blue.  That light is hitting the leaf, and the red 

and the blue is being absorbed, but the green isn’t, and the green is being reflected into the camera lens or 

into my eyes. And that's why we see it as green. Now I wanted to do an experiment with chlorophyll. It's 
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showing one of my favourite phenomena. It's called fluorescence. We'll get onto that in a second. But I was 

trying to think how can I make a really nice solution of chlorophyll? And then I remembered a high school 

experiment I did.  I think it was I was in year seven or eight. What I had was some ethanol which I was 

heating up, and then you place the leaf into that ethanol, get it boiling up properly, like so. And then what 

happens is that the chlorophyll inside of it starts to be extracted or removed. That's because the heat 

breaks down the cell walls of the plant. And then also the ethanol likes to absorb all of that chlorophyll, it 

likes to put that into solutions. So I know this is the internet, we don't have very long attention span. So 

we'll speed up this bit to get all the chlorophyll out. 

 

Speed up. 

 

NA:  So that's been boiling away for a little while now. And you can see that the ethanol or alcohol has gone 

a little bit green. You can see the green colour there.  What I need to do now is to remove that leaf. So you 

can see that, of course, a fair bit of damage to the leaf compared to the healthy one and see what happens 

over time. But what I really want to show you is that beautiful phenomenon, fluorescence. Now if I just 

grab a little beaker, and pour some of this into here... There we go.  That looks pretty good to me.  Now, 

fluorescence is a really interesting phenomenon. It's a way of making different coloured light. So when the 

chlorophyll is inside that leaf, it's actually held in place with a load of molecular machines, proteins, 

enzymes, and they're all working together. So when it gets excited by sunlight, it uses that energy and then 

transfers it to other things. But when we take the chlorophyll away from all those systems, then it can't give 

that energy to various things and instead it needs to lose it in a different way.  It does this via fluorescence. 

So I've got a high energy laser here, this is a UV laser produces a really bright beam as you can see. Now if I 

turn the lights off in the room, as I shine the high energy UV laser through, you can see that UV laser light is 

absorbed by the chlorophyll. But then the high energy is sort of titrated down or decrease down to a lower 

energy or red wavelength. So blue light is really high energy. Red light is low energy and I think this is one of 

the most beautiful demonstrations of fluorescence I know of.  So that's chlorophyll. It's really, really pretty.  

But there are other pigments in plants. I don't know if you've ever seen a Japanese maple before and an 

Asa tree? I've got some here. I took some leaves or have a sit in the garden. Now they're really really dark 

colour that red coloured. Now pigment that is called an anthocyanin. Now you've encountered 

anthocyanins before, they're normally in your red cabbage, but they're also in loads of different plants and 

their accessory pigments for photosynthesis. They also absorb light. But also more excitingly, they can do 

other things as well. And they're really famously known for being a pH indicator. So why don't we extract 

some of those anthocyanins?  What we're going to do is use a red cabbage to make an indicator. Now this 

is the cabbage I was using to make my coleslaw earlier in the week. But to do this at home, you'll probably 

need a grown up to help. So you don't want to be using knives by yourself. So make sure you have a 

grownup with you.  Just chop a bit off of your red cabbage, maybe a bit more. And then to help it out a little 
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bit, you just sort of give it a bit of a slice up. Again, ask your grown up to help here. Slice that all up. Now 

my favourite way of doing this is to grab your blender or stick blender. I'm just going to put some light on. 

Put your cabbage inside of it. Then, got my blender. Here we go.  Now what I'm doing is I'm blending off 

and cutting up all of that cabbage to release all those anthocyanins. If you want to use a fancy scientific 

word though, say you're homogenizing it, that's what all the scientists say they are doing when they're 

using a blender in the lab.  So you can see that I've now got this really lovely purpley cabbage solution.  

Mmmmmm.  Now, I've got to remove all of the red cabbage from it. So I've got a sieve and a bowl. And if I 

just pour that across like this...I now have a beautiful and incredibly large amount of cabbage indicator 

solution.  I'll just get cabbage all over my attic. It's fine, right? But you'll see that it's actually quite dark and 

you might be quite difficult to see the colour changes we're trying to see. So I'm just going to take some of 

that and dilute it into my glass of water here. Now, if I was looking around the house and I was looking for 

something acidic, I would normally go straight for a lemon.  Got my lemon.  Chop that in half again, 

grownups.  Let's juice that lemon.  And let's see what happens when I pour that into my cabbage indicator.  

Do you see that? Oh my goodness. This looks so beautiful.  It changed to a really beautiful pinky red colour. 

Now as I said, cabbage water is an indicator, it's a pH indicator. So as it went acidic, it goes to a nice red 

colour. But if we want to change the colour again, then we need to put something alkaline in it. So I've got 

that sodium bicarbonate or bicarbonate soda or baking powder, baking soda, rather. And I'm going to add 

that to my solution here.  It's got the safety lock on that so it's quite difficult to remove.  Let's pour some of 

that in.  And we should see something... we can see it going purple,  and as we dissolve that into it...you see 

how it's changed its colour. It's now a much darker purple bluey colour. That's because I've changed the 

solution back to alkaline pH, so I've removed some of the hydrogen from it. And I think that's really good 

fun. I mean, when you're playing with your red cabbage solution, try all different things in the house to see 

what colours you can change it to. I mean, maybe what colour would an orange change it to, orange is a 

quite acidic, I wonder? Okay then. So that's my little demonstrations from my attic. I believe I'm now 

handing off to Katie. 

 

KS:  Okay, I want to tell you about a real actual piece of mathematics. And this is something which puzzled 

mathematicians for a very long time. And it's to do with colour. And in particular, it's to do with colouring 

in. So back in 1852, there were some mapmakers who wanted to make a map like this one of the counties 

of England. And they wanted to colour this in, but they had a couple of things that they wanted to do. One 

of which was, if you've got two counties that are next to each other, that share a bit of border, they need to 

be different colours. And the other thing that they wanted was to do this in as few different colours as 

possible, because obviously, if I'm allowed to use a different colour for each county, then this is pretty easy. 

And but if I limit myself to just a small number of colours, is it possible to colour in the map this way, and I 

want to have a play with this. So I've put together a little gadget.  If you go to the link, which is now in the 

video chat description somewhere, you can find there is a little colouring page. And if you load that up, it 
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should allow you if you click on the colours over on the right-hand side, it should allow you to fill in the 

sections. And I want you to answer this question: is the diagram that I'm showing there, possible to colour 

in using only three colours?  As long as you follow this rule. So you have to have different colours either 

side of the line.  Is it possible with only three colours? And if you think it is, I want you to do it, find a way to 

colour it. And if you think it's not possible, I want you to convince yourself that it is not possible and 

convince the people next to you as well. So I'm going to give you 30 seconds on a rainbow countdown 

timer. Have a go, see if you can do it. 

 

Timer 20 seconds. 

 

KS:  Okay, that is your 30 seconds up. And if you didn't find a way to do this in three colours, then don't 

worry, it is not possible to do this with three colours. I'm hoping what you managed to do was convince 

yourself and the people around you that it can't be done with three colours. And this is the kind of thing 

that mathematicians do all the time. They prove things, they convince themselves and other people. So this 

particular maths question of how many colours do we need? It was posed in 1852. And it took until the 

1970s to actually get a proof. So there was a group of mathematicians proved what's called 'The Four 

Colour Theorem' in the 1970s. And what it says is that if you've got any map, any diagram, any shape any 

arrangement of shapes on a piece of paper, there is no way that you can construct anything which needs 

more than four colours.  Four colours are enough to colour in absolutely any map. And I think this is such a 

wonderful fact, it's not just a piece of maths, it is a fact about the universe, you will never need more than 

four colours. And in fact, I'm so confident of this that I want you to challenge me. So in the details 

somewhere in the video description should be a link to my Twitter, if you can send me a tweet with a 

picture for me to try and colour in.  Not anything too complicated, obviously, I'll be there all day. But the 

first 20 reasonable, sensible entries, I will attempt to find a way to colour them in and send them back to 

you. This is genuinely a thing I'm going to do because I have such faith in the four colour theorem that 

definitely everything is possible with four colours. And that is how maths can help you with colouring in. 

 

JG:  Thanks, Katie. Next, I want to tell you the story about one particular colour E150D.  It's the colour that 

we add to chocolate, coffee, soups, pet foods, you've probably eaten it and seen it at some point. It's 

normally dark brown or black, like in cola. Or if you have a little bit less of it, it might look yellow or orange.   

And it's one of the most widely used colours in food and drink. I want to go back in time to discover why 

this particular colour has been added to the world's largest selling soft drink. To do that, we need to travel 

back in time to the 1880s where we'd find this person here. Dr. Pemberton.  Dr. Pemberton has just come 

up with a new drink,  Dr. Pemberton's Coca wine. This alcoholic drink never got a chance to become 

popular as shortly after it was created, Alabama where Dr. Pemberton lived, banned alcohol and his drink 

was outlawed.  His dreams of becoming rich from his drink were destroyed. So back to the drawing board. 
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A new drink, no alcohol this time, but with added bubbles. Pemberton made his new fizzy drink from coca 

leaves for flavour and putting some caffeine to help the drinker feel a little bit more awake. Caffeine is a 

drug and it's a drug that helps people feel less drowsy, so you can stay alert for a little while longer. You can 

find caffeine in about 60 different plants around the world like tea brushes and the plants that we get 

coffee from. And also and the cola nut which comes from the cola tree. Yeah, there's a cola tree. The 

world's first cola was produced using coca leaves and cola nuts. There's a problem with caffeine though. It 

may help you stay awake, but it tastes horrible. It's like all your least favourite vegetables in one.  And 

that's to do with where it comes from. Plants produce caffeine to stop insects eating them. It's a natural 

pesticide.  It is deliberately designed to taste horrible. And Pemberton wanted the effects of caffeine, that 

little boost, but not the taste. So he added a whole lot of sugar and caramel, giving the drink is distinctive 

sweet taste, and its dark colour. But if you look at the ingredients in cola now, you're not going to see 

caramel, you'll only see caramel colour.  Because they only add sugar because it's cheaper. But if we don't 

add caramel, why do we want it to look like we've added caramel? Well, it's all to do with what we expect. 

Cola has always been dark brown, and people got used to it, and they want to keep it looking the same. So 

that's why we start adding in this artificial colour. There are food scientists, designers, chemists, and they 

all work together to make sure that food and drink doesn't just taste amazing, but it looks delicious too. 

You can see this if you go to the supermarket. If you go to the soft drink aisle, go to the water and look at 

the colours of the water bottles. You see that some of the more expensive brands aren't in colourless 

bottles, they're actually in slightly blue and that's chemists working with designers to trick your eye.  

They've made a slightly blue plastic because people have a feeling that if they're drinking water that looks a 

little bit more blue then it's cleaner and fresher. So we can use chemistry to trick our eyes, and we can use 

chemistry to unravel the real nature of cola. I'm going to make a rather disgusting cocktail now.  I'm going 

to add some milk to this cola. The reason I'm adding milk is that milk contains proteins and proteins are 

denatured by the acid in the cola. The protein starts as a clump, but the acid makes that clump unravel into 

long chains. And these long chains can stick to the colour that is in the cola. They're attracted to them 

because of a charge that is on the colour. They both stick together and then they both settle down to the 

bottom. You can see it starting to happen here. If we leave it long enough like this one I prepared earlier, 

we can see that the dark brown colour has been removed and it's sunk to the bottom. It looks pretty 

disgusting. But as a chemist, I know that all I've done is removed the colour. It still smells the same. It 

even... tastes the same, because caramel E150D is designed to trick our eyes but not our taste buds. And 

really, you can't fool a chemist. So that's the disgusting secret of cola and milk from this gruesome cocktail 

on to something a little bit more fiery. Nate over to you. 

 

NA:  Got it again. Cheers, Jamie. You join me in my garden right now. But as you can see, it's a little bit light 

for what I want to do. Katie, would you mind just using that switch you have to turn the sun off for me as 

well? 
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Switch to night-time. 

 

NA:  Thanks, Katie that is much better, cheers. So, it's all gone dark. And that's because I want to show a 

different way of making coloured light. We saw earlier where I use the high energy laser pointer to shine it 

through chlorophyll, to make red fluorescence, where I converted high energy light to lower energy light. 

But there's other ways of creating light. And one of them is obviously my favourite using fire.  But not just 

any fire, coloured fire. So using the same science that the Chinese invented about 1000 years ago, what I've 

done is I've taken some different types of chemical salts, not the salt you use in the kitchen, and I've mixed 

it with a bit of alcohol.  I'm going to do is I'm going to set that alcohol fire.  That creates heat and that heat 

then excite the atoms. So it's all a bit weird. So let me try and explain.  If I was going to eat a chocolate bar.  

That chocolate bar gives me energy in the form of carbohydrates and fat and sugar, all that sort of stuff. 

And with that energy, I can sort of do star jumps, squat jumps, all the exercise. But when this happens on 

an atomic scale, we're seeing something different. They get excited in a different way, they use that energy 

in a different way. Let's start this on fire. Safety goggles on. There we go. We've got a bit of fire going. Now 

as this heats up, the atoms inside the salt start to heat up as well. And we should see, as they start getting 

warmer and warmer and more energy, hey, there we go. We've got some happening here, that the flames 

will start changing colour. So in my flamebow here, I have got a few of my favourite salts. On the left here 

we have some strontium and we have sodium, copper, potassium and lithium. Now the lithium is this 

beautiful pink colour. Hey, there's that copper going green. That's the colours I want to see. The copper 

produces that beautiful witch's brew green, the lithium here producing that occasional shards of pink. That 

is one of the most beautiful colours, I think. And also that lithium is really really old. Some of that lithium 

was actually created in the Big Bang, the thing that created the entire universe. The strontium here is 

producing a beautiful colour there strontium produces the really red fireworks that we all know and love. 

Sodium there that is actual normal table salt. So that's the stuff that would happen if you put your salt from 

your kitchen table in it.  Then finally potassium produces a really lovely lilac flame. I think that that's, I think 

that is looking really pretty, isn't it? I do love my flame bow. Do you love my flame bow? Let me know in the 

comments yeah. So my flame bow is easily my favourite way of making coloured light and I think you'll all 

agree it's pretty amazing. That's pretty much it from me.  But I believe I'm handing over to Jamie. I'll see 

you in a second. 

 

JG:  Wow, Nate, that was absolutely amazing, beautiful colours. Thanks for sharing that with us. Now it is 

time to test your knowledge. We're going to go back and give you another quiz.  This is a brand-new quiz, 

new questions. So again, look in the chat box and you'll see a link, click on that link and it's going to take 

you to some questions that you can answer in live time you're going to know exactly how you're doing 

compared to everyone else watching at home.  The faster you answer the questions, the more points there 
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are available. So get clicking. If you don't, don't worry, we'll be putting the questions up on screen, so you'll 

still be able to join in. To start us off for question one of this round over to Katie. 

 

KS:  Okay, question one. What colour would a pixel go if you set it to 255 red, 0 green, and 128 blue? Would 

it be a) orange b) hot pink c) turquoise or d) green? 

 

KS: And the answer is b) hot pink. So 255 red and 255 blue would give a purple colour. And this has got 

more red than blue so it's a bit closer to red. So it's like a pinky colour. 

 

JG:  Next question, which type of light has the most energy? Is it a) red ) blue c) Yellow or d) green? What 

kind of light has the most energy? 

 

JG:  The answer is b) blue.  Blue light has the most energy and red light has the least energy of the colours. 

 

NA:  Question three. What colour would coverage water if you added orange juice to it? Would it be a) 

yellow b) green c) no colour change or d) red? 

 

NA:  Orange juice just like lemon juice is acidic, so the cabbage indicator would go red. 

 

KS:  Okay, question four. Which of these two diagrams can be coloured in following all of the rules using 

four colours? Is it a) just the one on the left b) just the one on the right c) neither of them or d) both of 

them? 

 

KS:  And the answer is of course d. Both of them can be done because anything can be done with four 

colours because of the four colour theorem. 

 

JG:  Question five.  Cola unravels milk protein because a) it's fizzy b) it contains artificial colours c) it 

contains sugar or d) It's acidic? 

 

JG:  Cola unravels milk because it is acidic and the acid denatures the protein.  The answer is d, acidic. 

 

NA:  Question six, which element is the oldest in the flamebow? Is it a) sodium b) calcium c) lithium d) 

strontium? 

 

NA:  The answer is c lithium. Lithium is the oldest element in the flamebow. 
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JG:  And that is the end of the quiz. There are some fantastic scores coming in we're watching along. Thanks 

very much for playing. That was a little quiz and that has been our tour through colourful science.  From me 

I want to say thank you so much for all the comments and questions, keep them coming in, because we're 

still watching along with you. And thank you for joining in the quiz over to Katie. 

 

KS: Yeah thanks again for watching and I want you to keep thinking about things and be curious, ask 

questions, investigate things that are going on.  That is what science let’s you do and that is why it is 

fantastic.   

 

NA: Thank you so much for watching.  We’ve really enjoyed making this little show and we hope you have 

enjoyed watching it too.  Thank you also to Cheltenham for putting on this festival in these unprecedented 

times.  We hope to see you in real life next year.  Bye! 

 

All: Bye 

 

 

 

 

 


